TVHRC Meeting Minutes 06‐04‐14
Present were: Jack Smith, Ron Borton, Dena Perugini, Micah Duffy, Allyn Foster,
Laura Foster, Pete Eromenok, Blaine Hyde and Judy Hyde at Cold Mtn Creek in
Emmett.
The main topic of discussion was the McCall double header.
Pete advised that the BLM permits were in the works and would be available.
Dave Alexander is taking care of the permits, property and toilets.
Micah has access to some “professional” bird boy help from out of state. It would
cost a $250 travel fee and $100 per day for each helper (5 available). It was
decided that if possible we would use local help. Pete is going to check with
George Rogers on the boys that helped with the field trial last summer and
supplement them with local help. Micah has at least one and Pete has a son.
Worst case scenario (depending on how long the Master Tests last and we will
have a better idea after entry’s close) for the number of helpers needed is: 5 on
Friday, 8 on Saturday and 7 on Sunday.
Possible shooters are: Dave Alexander, Pete Eromenok and Micah Duffy.
Laura Foster will check on sandwiches, Dina will check on drinks.
Dina will be the Head Marshal and locate someone for each stake.
Judy Hyde will count and make sure we have enough ribbons. She will also get the
check book to Pete.
Ron Borton will be the Bird Steward.
Micah will update the Bird Permit and work with Willie to get the trailer to
McCall. I suggested that whomever was going to be responsible for the
equipment should pick it up and inventory it (gun stands need Velcro). We will
only have about ½ enough equipment to do a full double header and we only
have 6‐8 duck decoys. Club members could possibly help make up the difference.
Pete will also check with George Rogers about the possibility of using some of
their equipment.

Blaine will make sure poppers and shotgun shells are available. We have 50 boxes
of poppers and it was decided that should be enough. I will make sure there is a
minimum of 600 rounds of steel shot and it was decided that would be enough.
Micah will talk to Dave about having a BBQ for the Judges dinner at Dave’s place.
The next meeting is scheduled for July 2, 6:30 pm at Cold Mtn Creek in Emmett.
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